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Facility Name: Brunswick 1 and 2
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M. D. Hunt - ' Ddte S' gned

Approved by: A 497/ //-/7 9[
T. E. Conlon, Section Chief Date Signed
Engineering Branch

' Division of Reactor Safety

SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection involved 31 inspector-heurs on site
in the areas of electrical maintenance, instrumentation and controls maintenance,
electrical equipment qualification and unit electrical interties.

Results: No violations or deviations Were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licentee Employees Contacted

! *C. R. Dietz, General Manager, Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP)
*J. W. Cha n , Manager, Operations
*R. Creech, Maintenance Supervisor, Unit 2
*L. E. Jones, Director, QA/QC
D. Moore, Engineering Supervisor, BSEP

*J. W. Moyer, Maintenance Supervisor, Unit 1
*J. O'Sullivan, Maintenance Manager (Acting)
*B. Parks, Jr., Manager, Technical Support
E. Quidley, I&C Specialist
G. Thompson, Plant Engineering

Other licensee employees contacted included seven technicians, three
operators, eight security force members, and five office personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

*D. Meyers
L. Garner

*T. Hicks

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November 2, 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The licensee acknowledged the
following findings:

Unresolved Item 324, 325/84-33-01, No Test Performed or Required to
Verify Proper Operation of Motors After Breaker Preventive Maintenance,
Paragraph 5b.

Inspector Followup Item 324, 325/84-33-02, Review Cable Installations
for Bend Radius and Unsupported Length, Paragraph Sb.

Inspector Followup Item 324, 325/84-33-03 Review of Fuse Si e During
Preventive Maintenance, Paragraph Sb.

Inspector Followup item 3?4, 325/84-33-04, Procedure MP-31 Should
Require Restoration of Fire Protection / Separation Materials, Para-
graph Sa.

Inspector Followup item 324, 325/84-33-05, Review the Trending Program
Status, Paragraph 5b.
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e 3. -Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters )

Not inspected.
. I

' 4. Unresolved Itams

Unremlved items are matters about which more information is required-to
detennine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. New unresolved items identified during this inspection are discussed
in paragraph Sb.+

.
.

Independent Inspection5.

j a. Electrical / Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Maintenance Procedure
Review

The electrical and I&C maintenance is performed by one group
consisting of electricians and instrument mechanics. Therefore, all '

related maintenance procedurc:; are written to incorporate both-

.

: disciplines. . [The maintenance program contains generic procedures
I which address various activities that incorporate periodic, preventive,
; and emergency maintenance activities.] The following procedures were

reviewed:

i * MP-01-B - Control of Measuring Devices and Test Equipment for
i I&C/ Electrical. This procedure applies to those test instruments
j and tools controlled by the corporate QA program. It provides'
'

instructions for control of issue to ensure only equipment in
i calibration is issued, and defines and designates the highest
i level of accuracy available on site. It further designates the
i environmental storage requirements for site calibration standards,
i

MP-03 - Calibration of Process Instruments. This procedure
i requires that instructions be written for calibration of equipment
i to cover special conditions; for abnormal operating conditions;
{ maintains cleanliness; ensures training of personnel; and desig-

nates the requirements for the Q-listed instruments. It defines
| the steps required for the performance of instrument calibrations.

! MP-04 - General Maintenance Procedure. This procedure is written*
'

; to ensure that maintenance is perfonned in a suitable manner. It
i defines the interaction between Engineering, . Radiation Control
'

testing, Administrative group, QA, and the maintenance group.
: This procedure designates the procedures required for standard

activities such as loop calibration, calibration of instruments, .

! nonconforming parts, ccmponents or material, housekeeping, and
j environmental qualifications.
!
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MP-11'- Control of Relay and Overload Settings. .This procedure-*

defines the methods to be utilized for calibration of relay and4

overload settings, the procedure - for writing, reviewing, and
approving relay calibration -instructions, and assigns responsi-;.

bilities to the various supervisors and work groups,
,

a .

MP-12 _ General Cleanliness Procedure. This procedu e establishes*

housekeeping requirements for special work activities and controls
the work performed on clean systems or components. It establishes; "

four levels of cleanliness, A through D..

1. MP-14 - Corrective - Maintenance. This - procedure controls
; activities to ensure that maintenance on plant structures,
?~ systems, and equipment is accomplished in a manner suitable for ,

maintaining plant quality. This procedure defines priorities of *

,

maintenance work, requires coordination with the operating staff,3

| defines the duties of the various groups, and addresses fire
; protection requirements.
:

* MP-26 - Loop Calibration. This procedure defines methods utilized
.

for calibration of instrument loops, loop calibration procedure
; preparation, review and approval, and assigns responsibilities for ,

the various tasks involved in loop calibrations. This procedure
i assigns responsibilities for instruction writing and details the
i format and content. It defines the requirements for hold points
i as defined by QAP-204, Criteria for Inspections. |

I * MP-31 - Electrical Cable and Conduit Installation, Identification,
j and Testing. This procedure re 71res the preparation, review, and *

! approval of instructions re'.z .og to the subject tasks. The
j

procedure assigns responsibilities for the engineering ) staff (develop pull cards), I&C foreman (prepare instructions , and
i

j technicians (installationactivities).
:
i The inspector noted during the review and in subsequent discussions,
i that no requirement is addressed for the replacement of cable tray

covers, fire protection blankets, or pull box covers. The failure to
; replace these items could result in a violation of the plant fire -
i protection requirements. This omission is identified as an inspector
: followup item (IFI) 324, 325/84-33-04, Procedure MP-31 should require
; restoration of fire protection / separation materials.

. The inspector also reviewed the Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP)
Operation QA/QC Quality Assurance Procedure (QAP) 201, initial Review.

i- This procedure establishes the requirements and guidelines for the
! initial review of procedures for quality related activities and QAP 204 ,

[ criteria for inspections which provide the criteria to be used during
! the review of procedures to assure inspections of safety-related items
i are included.
i

F
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b. Electrical / Instrumentation .and Control -(I&C) Maintenance Work
- Activities Observations-

4' The inspector observed the performance of Periodic Test PT-A27, RCIC
Reactor High Water Level Functional Test. This functional test is
performed monthly to determine the operability of the reactor -high;~

' water level instrumentation to conform with Technical Specifications.
The procedure contained the acceptance criteria, test equipment list,
precautions, and listed the annunciations expected.. The test was.

coordinated between the operating personnel and the test technicians.
: The data collected by reading various meters were verified by both
' technicians. All test equipment used was within the calibration

period. The equipment was restored to operational status and the
operator notified at the end of the test.

[ The inspector observed the performance of Maintenance Instruction,
i MI-10-2K2, GE 480VAC Breaker Compartment Checkout on Motor Control,
! Center IXE. All breaker' compartments except the spare and non-Q
| compartments were cleaned and checked. The procedure specified the
! equipment needed, the acceptance criteria, the environmental condi-

tions, and personnel training requirements. The proper consnunications
,

; were established between the electricians and the operating personnel.
! This procedure contains instructions for contactor disassembly,
; compartment inspection, and overall cleaning. This procedure pennits

the replacement or burnishing of contacts. It also directs thei

; inspection of wiring and lugs for signs of overheating and wear and the
j termination screws for tightness. The motor and power supply cables

were meggered and the windings bridged to verify that they met the
; preventiva maintenance (PM) requirements. It was noted that the
; procedure did not require verification of the control fuse size or
: inspectioc of the fuse clips for damage and tension. The sizing of

fuses is important to the overall breaker /f. e coordination program and
j should be verified in some manner. This i.cn is identified as an

Inspector Followup Item 324, 325/84-33-03, e. .ew of fuse size during'

'

preventive maintenance.

During this preventive maintenance activity, it was necessary to
burnish the contacts on the motor contactor for Reactor Building Closed

,

Cooling Water (RBCCW) Pump 1C. In order to perform the maintenance on:

j this compartment, the pump was stopped and an alternate put' into
: service. When the maintenance was completed, the breaker was closed,

restoring power for pump operation but the pun.a was not operated. The,

| inspector was advised that, in general, there was no procedural
i requirement to operate motors after breaker preventive maintenance is
; performed. However, motor operated valves are stroked when returned to
; service after PM. This item will be reviewed further and is identified
; as an Unresolved Item 324,325/84-33-01, No Test Performed or Required
i to Verify Proper Operation of Motors After Breaker Preventive
! Maintenance.

!
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During a walk-through inspection of Unit ',, e.e inspector noted two !i-

- conditions that require further examinatio1 The cables entering Motor :
Control Center (MCC) (IXA, MCC IXA2 and MCC IXDA) are installed such that it |

appears there is a possible cable bend radf us discrepancy. .The cable bends
appear sharp at the edge of the cable tray section mounted on the MCC
cabinet and the panel entry openings. It was also noted that in various
areas of the cable trays, the cables extended above the sides of the trays
in both vertical and horizontal runs. In a few instances, the cables may
exceed the recommended unsupported length. The lict.nsee is reviewing this
situation. This item is identified as an inspector followup item 324,

,

325/84-33-02, Review Cable Installations for Bend. Radius and Unsupported
Length.

The inspector inquired about the existence of a trending program for failure
of equipment of a certain type or. common mode failures for components. The
licensee is developing a program that appears to be well planned and easy to;

use.

; However, in reviewing the review cycle which completed maintenance work
: requests must make there appears to be a back log in the reviewing section
j which keeps the desired information unavailable for input to the trending

program. Since the trending program is planned and is an important tool in4

; the maintenance planning program, this item will be identified as an
! Inspector Followup Item 324, 325/84-33-05, Review the Trending Program
| Status.

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were identified.
,

.

i 6. Environmental Qualification Program
1

i The licensee's engineering group is developing an environmental qualifica-
! tion (EQ) program to control the qualification integrity of Class IE equip-
i ment throughout the life of the plant. The program elements -include

qualification documentation, procedural controls, and corrective and
,4 scheduled preventive maintenance. The program is to be iinplemented
j consistent with the BSEP " Position Paper on Replacement of Safety-Related

Equipment Required by 10 CFR 50.49(L) and Commitments to the NRC." The
'

?

i program has seven objectives:

; a. Establish BSEP policy direction for compliance to 10 CFR 50.49.
.

! b. Develop a controlled EQ equipment list.
i

j c. Establish and maintain a documentation file of EQ data (Qualification
j Data Package [QDP]) for each type of equipment.

I d. Establish the Aging Data Base (ADB) as the basis for identifying and
|. determining qualification related maintenance requirements for the

equipment on the Class IE list.

!

!

!
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e. Establish, through appropriate procedures, effective methods to ensure
that lists, documentation files, and design base requirements (E0
parameters) are updated and controlled to reflect changes to the plant
or equipment list.

f. Develop and implement a qualification maintenance program (QMP), using
the ADB as a basis, to ensure the environmental qualification integrity
of the equipment throughout the life of the plant.

g. Establish the site policy on replacement equipment.

The licensee has assigned several engineering personnel the task of
developing this program. Management has been advised of the overall impact
that the implementation of this program will have in future plant opera-
tions.

7. Electrical Cable Qualification Testing

Discussions were held with licensee representatives regarding the qualifi-
cation testing of Raychem electrical cable conducted by the licensee. The
inspector was advised that the testing program had been reviewed and
approved by NRC Equipment Qualification Branch (EQB) personnel and the tests
were witnessed by EQB personnel. The test program is now complete and the
final report will be issued to EQB in the near future. A copy will also be
forwarded to Region 11 for record purposes.

8. Unit Electrical Crossties

Discussions were held with licensee representatives regarding the inter-
connecting of various electrical buses between the two units. There are tie
breakers which can provide the interconnecting of 4160V Emergency Buses such
that the Divisions I and II (Unit 1) can be connected to Divisions III and-

IV (Unit 2). These breakers are controlled administrative 1y through the
tagging process.

The inspector was advised that this type of intertie would not be made with
the units operating, in that the Interconnection could only be made when ene
of~the buses is dead. There are no provisions for interconnecting two
energized buses because all switching is designed for break-before-make.

The licensee stated that the FSAR does r.it incorporate the intertie of
Units 1 and 2 Emergency Buses as a means for safe shutdown. The interties
are considered an enhancement that permit the removal of major components
(main feeder breakers, transformers, etc.) for maintenance during unit
outages, or when a unit is in modes 4 and 5.

:7,
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There is a Periodic Test No. 12.6, Breaker Alignment Surveillance, performed
weekly which verifies that the tie breakers between 4160V emergency buses 1,
2, 3, and 4, and the tie breakers between 480V buses 5, 6, 7, and 8 are
open.

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were identified.
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